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 point. They ought, the doctor thinks, to labour to keep up the price

 of silver, if only for the sake of the German silver mines. On the
 other hand, he conceives of France and Russia as making a sort of
 currency war against the Triple Alliance, France having already
 accumulated, while Russia is engaged in rapidly heaping up, a vast
 reserve of gold. That this gold reserve is for the war chest is proved

 by the fact that Russia shows no desire to establish a gold standard

 in lieu of her paper currency.

 In his final chapter Dr. Arendt entirely deserts the character of an
 unbiased economic scientist, and undisguisedly takes upon himself the
 role of a doctrinaire. His little polemic occupies nine pages in all-
 half a page being devoted to the counts against bimetallism, while the
 remaining eight and a half pages are taken up with the case for the
 defence. Dr. Arendt, with his bimetallism, reminds us of the Fabians,
 with their collectivist ideal. A double attempt is made-in the first
 place, to prove that bimetallism, or socialism (as the case may be), is
 coming; secondly, that it ought to come. If the decay of mono-
 metallism takes as much heralding as the decay of capitalism, we may
 at least predict that bimetallist writers and orators will have a very
 busy time for many years to come. Dr. Arendt's little work, however,
 is so thoroughly up to date, and so lucid in its exposition of non-con-
 troversial matters, that it forms a most valuable handbook to those
 interested in currency questions, who will, no doubt, receive the revo-
 lutionary propaganda cuwm grano salis.

 F. W. HIRST

 II Metodo Induttivo nell' economica politica. By CAMILLO SUPINO.
 Turin. 1894.

 Storita della Circolazione Bancaria in Italia, 1860-94. By
 CAMILLO SUPINO. Turin. 1895.

 THESE are useful and good books, and if their author's writings are
 socialistic (Cossa, Introduction to Pol. E., Engl. tr., p. 506), the bias is
 not evident here, and the discussions are logical, as they were indeed in

 the author's earlier writings, on the Transformation of Capital (1891) 1
 and the Bate of Discoutnt (1892).

 He is not the first, nor, unhappily, will he be the last, to write on
 Method, nor is he the first to complain that economists have been too
 abstract. In his anxiety that political economy should be as more
 potent force in the present, he seems to exaggerate its influence in
 the past. The correspondence of Ricardo with Trower and McCul-
 loch, recently brought to light by Dr. ilollander, has shown how
 far Ricardo was from believing himself to be a great power in his
 own day. There is a certain inconsistency in Supino's position
 in regard to the economists of that epoch. In one place he speaks
 -as if they studied Adam Smith more than the facts of their own

 I Reviewed in this journal, September, 1893.
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 timie, and were in consequence ' dogmatic' (Metodo, p; 4); in
 another as if they were better than their succe-ssors and drew
 from facts rather than theories (p. 3). All of us would probably
 agree with him that old theories must be modified and perhaps
 new ones constructed, in the light of new facts. Since there
 are now as a rule no usury laws, the phenomenon of discount, for
 example, has assumed a form distinct from irnterest and needing
 a theory of its own (p. 8; compare the pamphlet on Bate of Discount);-

 But it does not seem clear that political economy has been (as he
 thinks) retarded by the stubbornness of system-makers. What if the
 nature of the case, and not any intellectual perversity common by a
 mysterious fate to all economists, has caused economic doctrine to pro-
 gress by a succession of systems rather than by a uniform evolution
 (cf. 11)? It may reasonably be contended that, if the chief method
 of political economy is the abstract, a succession of systems is its,
 rational way of advancing.

 The aim of this treatise on method, however, is not to give a theory
 of economic method in general, but to show the economic scope of the
 inductive method in particular (15). The author thinks that economists
 have not comprehended how much there is in induction besides induc-
 tion; it includes a large deductive element (22, 23). Mill's rejection
 of it in Social Science implied, Supino thinks, that he conceived it as
 purely empirical, whereas it involves explanation, and all explanation
 is deduction (23-25). It is not complementary to deduction, for to
 abstract premises no particular data can logically be a complement
 (46). The study of facts must come first, and the theories must grow
 out of it, not, as hitherto, the theories first and the facts toiling after
 them (50).

 Supino's concessions are sufficiently important and numerous to
 leave us a good deal of confidence in the old methods after

 all. Such abstractions, for example, as capital and labour were,
 he admits, quite right and useful (32, ; cf. Gircolazione, p. 25
 note). They separated elements that could really bear to b&
 considered separately. He is perhaps most happy when he is
 showing defects in the generalisations of the older economists, especially
 on monetary matters, where his chief strength lies. But the required-
 rectifications could have been made by the older economists themselves
 without any infraction of their own methods. It is sometimes regretted
 that they did not more study the theory of method; but they seem to-
 have been employed to better purpose in studving the facts, even if
 they theorised about them in a way that after a century's more experi-
 ence we discover to be not quite satisfactory.

 Turning to our author's book on Italiat Banking, we cannot coin-
 plain that he has not himself studied the facts. He has given us an
 excellent presentment of a section of economic history, in some ways-
 paralleled by our English experience, but in many ways peculiar and.
 fruitful of new lessons.
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 He shows that till the disturbed year 1866, there cannot fairly
 be said to have been any over-issue in Italy. There were then two
 chief 1 banks of issue, the Sardinian (or National) and the Tuscan; but,
 in spite of the extension of these two throughout the country between
 1860 and 1865, Italy possessed (in 1865) about five times more nmetal

 than paper money (p. ?). With 1866 came a change. The Government
 was induced (on 1st May, with war in prospect) to give permission to
 the National Bank to suspend cash paymients for its notes (16). The
 wisdom of this permission has been mueb canvassed, its critics going
 so far as to deny that there was any financial crisis at the time.
 Supino allows that there was such a crisis, though he thinks that then
 and afterwards the Government did what was best for the bankers rather
 than what was best for the public at large (23). They have culpably
 allowed the banks to make profits at the expense of the public
 (cf. 124, &c.).

 The reports of the currency comriissions of 1874 and 1875 2 are
 the chief sources for the history down to the latter date; the materials
 for the later part are more scattered and unofficial. The situation
 from the first was complicated by the obligations of the Treasury to
 the banks; but the close resenmblance to English suspension is less
 marked in other details. The law of .1874 (p. 49) was to pave the
 way to cash payments by limiting the unsecured issues; but it was
 followed by increased issues of the National Bank (57, 58), and the
 total paper currency increased froom about ?25,000,000 in 1875 to about
 ?29,000,000 in 1879 (61), though these were years of depression in
 trade. The suspensioni was revoked in 1883, and the change was very
 quietly received (71). It was followed (1884 and 1885) by measures
 that enabled the banks to issue notes with very slender reserves.
 The return to cash payments undoubtedly stimulated trade (78).
 but the result was active .speculation rather than solid industry, and
 the banks issued their paper widely. Successive budgets showed a,
 deficit, anld to meet them the Italian Government contracted foreign
 loans and disturbed the homne money-market (86). ' Since 1887,'
 says Supino, ' crises recur every year' (87); and the protective tariff
 of 1887 has helped to make them more acute (89). The guilt of
 them, however, is mainly to be fastened on the banks of issue (91).
 The increased numbers x of these banks and their consequent keen
 competition led them to foster unsound concerns (91-2), and to extend
 their own circulation beyond legal limits (95, seq.). Unfortunately
 their breaches of the law were condoned.

 The fall of the Bank of Rome (1892) is still fresh in the memory.
 It revealed the great amount of notes that a bank could issue beyond
 legal limits without detection (103). The disaster had the wholesome

 The influence of the Papal Bank was insignificant; and the Neapolitan
 'policies' were not strictly bank-notes.

 2 Intchiesta sutl Corso For-zoso, 1874 ; Relazione sulla Circolazione Cartacet,
 1875. 3 Six in 1892 (pp. 98-103).

 No. 20.-VOL. V R R
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 effect of producing a fusion of the National, Tuscan, and Neapolitan

 banks, henceforward to be called the Bank of Italy (1893). The new bank

 was to have a paid-up capital of ?C8,000,000, and was to be allowed for

 four years a paper circulation of C44,000,000 (in addition to C7,000,000

 for advances to Government). After four years the paper was to be

 gradually reduced till in the fourteenth year (1907) it should reach

 only ?34,000,000. The ultimate aim is to have a circulation only three

 times the capital. The metallic reserve is to be 40 per cent., and the
 manufacture of the notes is to be controlled by Government (104-5).

 'This is not an ideal bank, says Supino, but it is better than the old

 state of things; and, as a matter of fact, the last year and a half

 have shown signs of improvement (111,114), though inconvertibility
 exists de facto to this day (136,137).

 It has to be remembered that in the period under review an

 industrial change has been passing over Italy. She is no longer a
 purely agricultural country (p. 9). The transformation does not

 justify a forced paper currency, but it partly accounts for the fact
 that banking and bank-notes have played so active a part in the recent

 economic history of Italy. It partly accounts too for the very different

 effects of inconvertibility in 1866-83, and inconvertibility in 1886-95,
 The former affected the State and the money-market more than the
 industrial world. The latter, caused as it was by lavish advances of

 the banks to all and sundry speculators, has had grave influence on
 production, and caused serious displacements of labour and capital.

 Supino's concluding chapter, where he handles these aspects of his
 subject, is very instructive. Some sections of it contain so good and

 clear a statement of general principles that they might conveniently

 'have come at the beginning instead of the end. The author may have
 felt compelled by his Metodo to put the principles after the facts;
 but the forewarned reader may do otherwise.

 JAMES BONAR
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